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ABSTRACT
The prospective user of the Shuttle Operations Simulation (SOS)
Miodel is given sufficient information by this document to enable him to
perform simulation studies of the Space Shuttle launch-to-launch
operations cycle. The procedures used for modifying the SOS Model
to meet user requirements are described. The various control card
sequences required to execute the SOS Model are given in the text of
the report. The report is written for users with varying computer
simulation experience.
A description of the components of the SOS Model is included
that presents both an explanation of the logic involved in the simulation
of the Shuttle operations cycle and a description of the routines used
to support the actual simulation.
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CPU Central Processing Unit
GPSS General Purpose Systems Simulator
LUT Launch Umbilical Tower
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center
SOS Shuttle Operations Simulation
Control Card Sequence--A sequence of UNIVAC 1108 instructions that
represents the information required to execute a computer
program.
Insert Card--A specific card type used to indicate the addition to or
the deletion of the statements contained in the computer
program.
Location Number--The UNIVAC 1108 computer assigned number to
each statement of the computer program.
Mnemonic Inserts--The GPSS II language commonly uses numeric
block identification numbers. The language can accept
alphanumerics as block numbers by using specific control
card sequences. The alphanumeric block identification
numbers are referred to as mnemonic inserts.
Model--A representation of a process or concept that permits the
manipulation of its parameters as a means of determining how
the concept or process behaves in various situations.
Operational Cycle--Those functions performed on each Shuttle element
after its previous launch in preparation for its succeeding launch.
Simulation--Represents the behavior of a physical system by means of
a computer and a program. The computer and program serves
to demonstrate system behavior under the influence of stimuli
and permits system performance analysis.
Subprogram--A routine designed to solve a particular problem that
becomes applicable to the problem only when appropriate
parametric values are supplied.
v
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS (Concluded)
Supplemental Fortran Instructions--A collection of Fortran routines,
both user written and GPSS II language supplied, that implement
and support the simulation of the Shuttle turnaround cycle.
System Model Description--A sequence of GPSS II language instructions
that, upon implementation, simulate the Space Shuttle launch-
to-launch operations cycle.
Turnaround Cycle--Starting with a Shuttle vehicle at launch, represents
those operations performed to prepare the vehicle to the same




A model has been developed that analyzes the major events of
the Space Shuttle launch-to-launch operations cycle. The formulation
of a model describing the Shuttle operations cycle was initiated by
isolating the operational characteristics of the elements involved in
the operations cycle. Next, the logical rules governing the interaction
of those operational characteristics were identified and formulated into
a model describing the entire Shuttle launch-to-launch operations cycle.
To further analyze the system, a simulation technique was employed
as an effective method of testing and evaluating the proposed real
system. The simulation technique employed allows statistical esti-
mates of the operational parameters in the real system. Using the
results of the simulation technique only allows comparison of the
alternatives to the real system, and does not necessarily generate an
optimal solution. The resulting model has been named the Shuttle
Operations Simulation (SOS) Model and, as developed, is activity
oriented and designed to simulate the major events of the Space Shuttle
launch-to-launch operations cycle. The SOS Model serves as a tool
for conducting operations and logistical analysis relevant to the defi-
nition and design phase of the Space Shuttle program.
The Space Shuttle operational cycle is described by the General
Purpose Systems Simulator (GPSS) II computer language which is
supported by special purpose Fortran subprograms. As written, the
SOS Model is capable of projecting real life activities and functions
which will probably occur during the operational phase of the Space
Shuttle program. From the results of parametric studies, real life
projection and logistical and operational requirements can be deter-
mined for the Space Shuttle system.
This document is written to describe the use and operations
of the SOS Model. Sufficient data and instructions are given to the
potential user of the SOS Model to enable him to modify the model
to meet his particular needs. A complete description of the compo-
nents of the SOS Model is also given within the text of this document.
PRECEDING PAGE BLAd NOT FKM
B. Scope
This report provides instructions for the use and operation of
the SOS Model. Supplemental information is given to allow user
modifications to the program enabling the user to meet his particular
requirements. Section II of this document contains general information
relating to the SOS Model operations and a description of the necessary
input data required for implementing the SOS Model. Section III
describes the two basic components of the SOS Model, the System
Model Description, and the Supplemental Fortran Instructions.
Included in Section IV are the control card sequences used to execute
the SOS Model along with a description of each control card sequence.
The Appendices contain data to support the sections of this document.
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SECTION II. SOS MODEL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
A. General Information
The SOS Model is designed for execution by the Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC) UNIVAC 1108 EXEC VIII Computer
System and requires approximately 32, 800 words of core storage.
The SOS Model consists of two major components: the System Model
Description and the Supplemental Fortran Instructions. The System
Model Description component consists of a sequence of GPSS II
language instructions that describe the launch-to-launch operation
cycle of the Space Shuttle flight elements and support hardware. The
Supplemental Fortran Instructions are a combination of user-written
Fortran subprograms and the standard subprograms supplied as part
of the GPSS II language. The GPSS II supplied subprograms are
responsible for implementing the instructions contained in the System
Model Description.
The SOS Model is maintained as a catalogued drum file by the
UNIVAC 1108 computer located at MSFC. The catalogued file contains
both the Supplemental Fortran Instructions and the System Model
Description which defines a baseline configuration of the operational
elements and their time distribution parameters. The System Model
Description, as catalogued, defines a specific operational concept
for the Space Shuttle launch-to-launch operations cycle. Using the
basic configuration, a number of Shuttle flight elements and support
facility arrangements are capable of being studied. Therefore, the
user must decide the type of analysis to be performed and select the
parameters to be varied.
B. Temporary System Model Modification Procedure
If the catalogued version of the System Model Description of
the SOS Model is not entirely satisfactory to the user, temporary
modifications to the System Model Description can be accomplished
by utilizing the procedure described below. In making temporary
model modifications, it will be useful to refer to Appendix A which
contains aprintout of the System Model Description. This printout
is fully documented with each of the GPSS II language system variables
used in the System Model Description defined prior to the first
GENERATE block. Section IV shows the appropriate placement of the
Model modification cards in the control card sequences required to
execute the SOS Model.
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Each statement of the System Model Description is computer
numbered with the number positioned to the extreme left of each
statement. Appendix A contains a computer printout of the System
Model Description showing the GPSS II statements, block numbers,
and computer assigned location numbers. To temporarily modify
the System Model Description, such as to change the Booster and
Orbiter storage capacities or to change the number of launch pads,
the insert card method is used.
The insert card method requires an insert card which contains
any of the following: the location number of the statement to be re-
placed (Example 1), the sequential location numbers of the statements
to be modified (Example 2), or the location number of the statement
which modifications are to follow (Example 3). All insert cards are
punched beginning with a minus sign in column one. The inserted
statements must conform with GPSS II block type formats (Reference 2).
The following examples illustrate the use of the insert card method
for implementing temporary model modifications. The format for
these examples is: original GPSS II statements from the System Model
Description, solid line, insert cards and new GPSS II statements.
A brief discussion follows each example.
Example 1:
uOuUt1 2 CLArHA1 IY 
UUUUb2 3 CA-AI IY a
UUuUb4 4 LAtA(.I I Y 
-bi.,bl
2 LAPHC I IY 1
-bJ, b6
4 LAPAC l Y /
In Example 1 the storage capacities of both Booster maintenance and
Booster storage, identified as location Nos. 51 and 53, respectively,
were modified. The storage capacity of Booster maintenance was
changed from two to one, and the Booster storage capacity was changed
from nine to seven. Notice on each insert card that the location number
is listed twice. This example illustrates a one for one replacement
of the statement whose location was 53. It should be noted that all
statements between the insert card and the succeeding insert card,
if any, will replace the statement at location 53. Thus, it is possible
to delete the statement at location 53 or to insert a finite number of
statements in place of the statement at location 53.
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Example Z:
oUU U 11 CIAHA I i Y
uUOUol 1a uArAkl I Y ¥
UUuOu2 1, LArA'C I I Y
-but u
1. CAPHACI I Y _
1 CAPAC 1 i Y i
Io ' At-'AC1 I ¥Y I
Example 2 illustrates the modification procedure required when re-
placing all statements between and including two statement location
numbers. The storage capacities of Orbiter maintenance, Orbiter
test, and Orbiter storage were changed from two, two, and nine,
respectively, to three, one and eight, respectively. The insert card
contains the two numbers, inclusive, that identify the program segment
to be modified. Using the above example and the discussion at the
conclusion of Example 1, it is possible to delete all statements between
and including two location numbers or to insert a finite number of
statements in place of the statements between and including the indicated
location numbers.
Example 3:
UUUUtU sJ CAHAt-ItY I
-du
,5a ,Ae~t I i Y
.0 tAr-mAC 11 Y 4
.54, CAr'AC [IY 
Example 3 illustrates how a number of statements can be inserted to
follow a particular statement. It should be noted that only one location




bUu469 7U kUULL al ALL '1 72
-4o9p4b9
/u 6ULUE a1 ALL 71 73
Example 4 changes the System Model Description from the use of two
launch pads to the use of three launch pads. By using the following
QUEUE card, instead of the QUEUE card shown previously in this
example, the System Model Description can be modified to limit the
number of launch pads to one.
7u 6ULUL e 11
It should be noted that the maximum number of available launch pads
is three.
C. Temporary Supplemental Fortran Instructions
Modification Procedure
Temporary modifications to the subprograms contained in the
Supplemental Fortran Instructions can be accomplished by utilizing the
insert card method outlined in the preceeding discussion. Appendix B
contains a printout of the Supplemental Fortran Instructions. Like
the System Model Description, each statement of the Supplemental
Fortran Instructions has a computer assigned location number. These
location numbers are used in conjunction with the insert card method
previously outlined to perform the temporary modifications required
by the user of the SOS Model.
Mention of the modification procedure to the Supplemental
Fortran Instructions has been made only for completeness. Thus,
no effort has been made to include examples of modifications.
Modifications to the Supplemental Fortran Instructions should be
attempted by only the most experienced user. Section IV shows the
control card sequence required when modifications are made.
D. Input Data Description
The data input requirements for the execution of the SOS Model
consist of the two card types described below.
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Card type one, which is commonly referred to as the comment
card, is used by the SOS Model to place a desired comment or heading
on the output summary tables resulting from the execution of the SOS
Model. All 80 columns of the card may be used to obtain the heading
for the output summary tables.
Card type two, which is commonly referred to as the data card,
defines the traffic density to be scheduled, the number of Booster and
Orbiter elements to be used, the number of active Launch Umbilical
Towers (LUT's), the level of significance for the statistics collected
by the Confidence Interval Option (Reference 3), and the random
number generator seeds for both the Traffic Model Simulator and the
Shuttle Operations Simulator. The user has the option of choosing any
of the 5 available traffic densities, numbered consecutively from 1 to 5
which represent 20, 35, 45, 55, and 75 launches per year, respectively.
The required format for the type two data card is:
Column 1 Traffic Density Required
Columns 2 through 5 Number of Boosters
(right justified)
Columns 6 through 10 Number of Orbiters
(right justified)
Columns 11 through 15 Number of LUT's
(right justified)
Columns 16 through 20 Level of Significance for
(right justified) Confidence Interval Option
Columns 61 'through 70 Random Number Seed for
the Traffic Model Simulator
Columns 71 through 80 Random Number Seed for the
~~~~' ~Shuttle Operations Simulator
Sample data cards can be seen in Section IV which contains the control
card sequences used to execute the SOS Model.
The Fortran format associated with data card type two in
SUBROUTINE HELP is:
FORMAT (I1, 14, 315, 40X, 2I10) .
Following the second data card type, it is necessary to place
a card which terminates the computer's execution of the current set
of data. This is accomplished by placing (after the data card) a card
that has the word END punched in columns seven through nine.
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SECTION III. SOS MODEL DESCRIPTION
A. SOS Model Components
The SOS Model consists of two major components: the System
Model Description and the Supplemental Fortran Instructions (Figure 1).
The model, formed by analyzing the operational elements of the Space
Shuttle turnaround cycle, was translated into the GPSS II language. The
resulting set of instructions that describe the model are known as the System
Model Description. When the System Model Description is implemented,
the launch-to-launch operations cycle of the Space Shuttle vehicle and
support hardware is simulated. The Supplemental Fortran Instruc-
tions of the SOS Model contain the routines which implement the
instructions contained in the System Model Description. The routines
contained in the Supplemental Fortran Instructions are mostly user
written Fortran routines. However, there are several routines sup-
plied by the GPSS II language that are included in the Supplemental
Fortran Instructions.
Reference 1 describes the SOS Model. Sections III B and III C
give more detailed data relating to the two major components of the SOS
Model.
B. SOS Model System Description
The System Model Description component of the SOS Model is
a sequence of GPSS II language instructions that allows the simulation
of the operational facts concerning individual Shuttle processing
facilities, LUT's, Orbiters, and Boosters. The necessary instruc-
tions are included to simulate the operations involved in the complete
launch-to-launch cycle of the Space Shuttle. The operations in the
launch-to-launch cycle are expected to have time distributions
associated with their performance. In order to reflect this, fre-
quency distribution functions have been estimated that approximate
the expected real life time distributions for the performance of each
operation. The estimated frequency distribution functions are used
in conjunction with the Monte Carlo technique to provide a stochastic
simulation of the launch-to-launch operations for the Space Shuttle.
The following is a brief description of the overall logic in the
System Model Description. Figure 2 is a detailed flowchart depicting
8
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FIGURE 2. SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION FLOWCHART
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the functional logic of the Shuttle turnaround cycle. In the ensuing
discussion, references are made to GPSS II system variables through
the use of parentheses. A brief definition of the commonly used system
variables is contained in Table I.
Using a GPSS II HELP block and Fortran SUBROUTINE HELP,
a data card is read which contains the number of Boosters, Orbiters,
and LUT's. Each of these values is placed in a separate storage
location (SAVEX) for use during the simulation.
The simulation proceeds by using a HELP block to determine
both a realistic first launch date and the parameters associated with
the mission scheduled for that date. The HELP block, through
Fortran SUBROUTINE MISSON, also establishes the time between
launches. Throughout the simulation, the launch intervals and the
parameters for both the current and the succeeding missions are
always known.
The earliest feasible storage exit time prior to launch is the
maximum processing time required to prepare the vehicle for launch.
The request for vehicle elements for the current mission is not made
until this time. The ready storage time prior to storage exit is
determined by subtracting both the current simulated clock time (C1)
and the maximum time required to process the vehicle from mate and
hookup initiation to launch (V5) from the launch date of the current
mission (XZ1). At the maximum processing tinme prior to the scheduled
mission, a request is made to determine if there is a Booster, Orbiter,
and LUT available in their respective storages. If all three elements
are available, their storage departure time is recorded and they are
placed in a queue for the mate and hookup operation (Q20).
The time a request may be delayed (Vll) because of vehicle
element unavailability is the difference between the maximum and
minimum time to process the vehicle from mate and hookup initiation
to launch. If this time is exceeded, the mission is cancelled and a
record of the unavailable elements is kept. When all vehicle elements
are available and the maximum time delay has not occurred, the pad
availability is checked. The vehicle elements are removed from
storage, sent to the mate and hookup waiting line (QZ), and this
information is recorded. If a pad will not be available, the mission
is cancelled and the pad unavailability is recorded.
When the vehicle elements complete mate and hookup (S20),
the vehicle goes to the launch pad waiting line (Q21) where it is
11
TABLE I. DEFINITION OF COMMONLY USED SYSTEM VARIABLES*
*A more complete description of the available GPSS II
system variables can be found in Reference 2.
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Scope Name Meaning
Fn Facility status, facility n
Equipment Sn Storage occupancy, storage n
Queue Qn Queue length, queue n
Vn Defined variable, numbered n
System Xn Stored value, cell n
Kn Constant n
assigned to the first available pad after the pads have been checked
in sequential order. (After a vehicle has been assigned a pad, the
pad is unavailable untileither the vehicle has been launched and the
pad refurbished or until the vehicle is removed from the pad.)
Once a pad has been assigned to a vehicle and a LUT, they are
transferred to the pad from the launch pad waiting line (QZ21). The
vehicle is installed on the pad and precountdown preparations are
performed (SZZ). The countdown time (V6) is compared to the time
left to launch (VZ) to determine if sufficient time remains to complete
countdown. If excess time exists to launch, a built-in variable length
hold (V3) is utilized. When insufficient time remains to meet the first
launch window, the second launch window is tried.
Should a failure occur while the vehicle is in countdown, a
check is made to determine if the failure can be corrected on the pad.
If the failure cannot be corrected on the pad, the vehicle and LUT are
removed from the pad (S25) and the pad is released for the use of
another mission. The Orbiter is separated from the Booster and LUT
(S30) and sent to maintenance (Sll). The Booster is separated from
the LUT (S19) and they are sent to their respective maintenances (S2,
S18). If no failure occurs, the vehicle is launched. The LUT is
removed from the pad (S17) and sent to maintenance (S18) and the
launch pad is refurbished (S27) and released for future launches. The
lift-off time, time between lift-off and separation, Booster flight time,
and Orbiter flight time are recorded.
After the Booster flys back and lands, it enters the waiting
line for Booster safing (Q1) and enters the safing facility (S1) when
it becomes available. Upon completion of safing, the Booster enters
the maintenance waiting line (QZ) and maintenance is performed.
When maintenance is completed, the Booster enters storage and
becomes available for future launch requests.
After the Orbiter has performed its mission, flown back to
landing site and landed, it enters the waiting line for Orbiter safing
(Q10). When the safing facility (S10) becomes available, the Orbiter
is safed and transported to the Orbiter maintenance waiting line (Qll).
After maintenance is completed on the Orbiter, it is transported to
storage for future use.
When the above Shuttle operations cycle logic is simulated;
three computer outputs that describe the simulation results are
available to the user of the SOS Model. Sample computer outputs
resulting from executing the SOS Model can be found in Appendices C,
D, and E.
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C. SOS Model Supplemental Fortran Instructions
The Supplemental Fortran Instructions component of the SOS
Model is composed of user written Fortran routines and the GPSS II
supplied routines. The instructions necessary to simulate the System
Model Description of the SOS Model are supplied by the Supplemental
Fortran Instructions. Figure 1 denotes the manner in which the
System Model Description interfaces with the Supplemental Fortran
Instructions.
The GPSSZ routine, as supplied by the GPSS II language, is
the nucleus of the SOS Model and, as such, actually performs the
operations required to execute the System Model Description which in
turn simulates launch-to-launch operations cycle of the Space Shuttle.
All of the GPSS II supplied routines are in binary format and cannot
be changed, with the exception of the GPSSZ routine. Consequently,
the GPSSZ routine is the only GPSS II supplied routine discussed
within this document. At the discretion of the user, this routine may
be altered through the use of Fortran parameter statements to increase
or decrease the size limitations of the System Model Description.
However, this should be attempted by only the most experienced of users.
Upon request, the GPSSZ routine calls either of two user written
Fortran subroutines: TABLE1 and STAT. Both subroutines are used
to read the System Model Description of the SOS Model as data. Both
subroutines are described below.
TABLEl is used to output a table of time distribution parameters
for each of the operations simulated by the System Model Description.
The output of the time distribution parameters is accomplished by
reading each statement of the System Model Description until a comment
card is located that has the key symbol IDST in columns 68 through 71,
with columns 67 and 72 containing a blank. The program continues
reading cards until a HELP card is found which is used to supply
the desired information for the time distribution parameters. The
program prints the title of the activity found on the lcomment card
and the time distribution parameters found on the HELP card.
Appendix C contains an example listing of the TABLE1 output. It
should be noted that TABLE1 and its support routines of OUTPUT and
REALN are not active during the dynamic simulation of the Space
Shuttle operations cycle. Section IV gives the control card sequences
required to obtain the TABLE1 output.
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STAT is used to read and store headings to be in the output of
confidence interval statistics. A detailed description of the use of
the Confidence Interval Option is contained in Reference 3. Each
statement of the System Model Description is read until a statement
with the key symbol CONF in columns 67 through 70 is found. At
such time, the heading contained on that statement is stored to be used
during the output of the confidence interval statistics. Appendix E
contains an example output from the Confidence Interval Options.
STAT, like TABLEi, is not active during the dynamic simulation of
the operations cycle of the Space Shuttle. A complete description of
the use of SUBROUTINE STAT and of the Confidence Interval Option
can be found in Reference 3.
The primary user written routine of the Supplemental Fortran
Instructions is the HELP routine. The HELP routine enables the
GPSS II user to perform operations that are not easily obtainable from
using the GPSS II block types. Upon completion of the operations in
the HELP routine, the calculated values are transmitted back to the
System Model through a specified SAVEX (system variable Xn), which
is a core storage location. The user employing the GPSS II HELP
block must supply a Fortran subroutine called HELP which has five
or less fixed point variables as arguments. These arguments are
specified on the GPSS II HELP card in the X, Y, Z, Mean, and Mod
field locations.
The launch requirements for the Space Shuttle and the Orbiter
on-orbit mission requirements are supplied by SUBROUTINE MISSON
which is supported by subprograms UNFRM, DICRET, TRIAG, and
DRAND. To gain access to SUBROUTINE MISSON, one must use the
HELP block in the GPSS II model as illustrated in the following
example:
* CALL HLLP IO GLILHRIL ' TIRWI]U[LS OF NEAT LAUNCH
2 ' tiELP K All A 1 bU01H ZO J b XlI A1U
Upon entering the HELP block, the program calls for SUBROUTINE
HELP with its five fixed point variables. The proper form of
SUBROUTINE HELP is shown below:
SUbHOU'I1 INE Hi:LH( rlFK~, K3iK-+t,5)
The first variable inthe call statement, Kl, is used by a Fortran
computed GO TO statement within SUBROUTINE HELP to determine
which Fortran user written routine is to be used to assist the operations
of the GPSS II block types. In the above example, the value of Kl is
used to call SUBROUTINE MISSON from SUBROUTINE HELP.
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SUBROUTINE MISSON calculates the length of the next
Orbiter mission, determines the mission type, computes the time
until the next launch, and the time between launch opportunities.
These values are calculated as different variables in SUBROUTINE
MISSON and reset equal to KZ, K3, K4, and K5 by SUBROUTINE
HELP. The calculated values are then stored in the SAVEX locations
of Xll, X1Z, X13, and X15 for use by the GPSS II program.
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SECTION IV. UNIVAC 1108 CONTROL CARD SEQUENCES USED IN
THE EXECUTION OF THE SOS MODEL
A. General Discussion
Execution of the SOS Model can be accomplished by choosing
the appropriate control card sequence of those described in this
section. Multiple executions of the SOS Model can be accomplished
by using the Systems Model Description as catalogued on the UNIVAC
1108 drum files. Two executions, both with and without the Confidence
Interval Option and each simulating 500 Shuttle launch requests, can
be obtained from one computer run with a resulting Central Processing
Unit (CPU) time of approximately 3 minutes.
In selecting the appropriate control card sequence, it is
assumed that the user has acquainted himself with the material and
techniques presented in this document, and that he has defined his
objectives sufficiently to enable an intelligent decision in the choice
of control card sequences. The control card deck setups which follow
are used in conjunction with the execution of the SOS Model. No
effort has been made to enumerate all the possible control card
sequences. Instead, only the most commonly used sequences are
presented. A description of each individual control card is provided
in Appendix F.
B. Multiple Executions of the SOS Model
The basic control card sequence used for executing the SOS
Model, when no modification or additions are made to either the
System Model Description or the Supplemental Fortran Instructions,
is shown in Figure 3. The sequence (Figure 3) includes two of the
options available to the user of the SOS Model. Both options are for
the convenience of the user and the inclusion or deletion of either
option has no effect on the results of the simulation.
The @SETC 4 control card placed before the @XQT control
card generates the TABLEl output as described previously in this
document. In order to produce the output table, it was necessary
to place the System Model Description in the execution run stream.
This was accomplished by the addition of the one extra @ADD MODEL
control card placed immediately after the first @XQT control card.
17
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FIGURE 3. MULTIPLE EXECUTION OF THE SOS MODEL
WITHOUT MODIFICATIQNS
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The @SETC 3 control card placed before the second @XQT
control card eliminates the printout of the model listing but allows the
output of the summary results and the standard GPSS II output.
C. Modifications to the System Model Description
If the catalogued version of the System Model Description is
not completely satisfactory to the user of the SOS Model, temporary
model changes can be made through the use of the control card sequence
shown in Figure 4.
The control card sequence shown in Figure 4 is used for
multiple executions of the SOS Model. The sequence also encompasses
the use of the TABLEl output and the use of the @SETC 3 command.
If only one execution is desired, the two @FIN cards should follow the
first END card.
D. Modifications to the Supplemental Fortran Instructions
The user written routines of the Supplemental Fortran Instru-
tions can be added to or modified in order to meet the user's require-
ments by utilizing the control card sequence shown in Figure 5. The
use of this control card sequence enables the user to test both a
modified user written routine and a newly developed user written
routine by utilizing the catalogued drum files. The control card
sequence (Figure 5) is an example of only one execution of the SOS
Model; but, multiple executions are possible by utilizing the infor-
mation previously supplied in this section. The procedure for
modifying the user written routines entails the use of the insert card
method described previously in conjunction with modifications to the
System Model Description. More detailed information concerning the
user writtenroutines can be found in Appendix B.
E. Creation of an Update Tape
The control card sequence (Figure 6) is used to create a tape
that includes all updates to both the Supplemental Fortran Instructions
and the System Model Description. The created tape, which includes
all updates, can then be used to update the catalogued drum file of
the SOS Model. Great care should be taken when creating a tape to
be used for updating the SOS Model. To ensure the proper operation
of the updated tape, Figure 7 gives the control card sequence used to

























FIGURE 4. MULTIPLE EXECUTION OF THE SOS MODEL WITH
SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION MODIFICATIONS
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*** ANY bUPPURfING FUHIRAN SUBPROGHAMS WHILR ARE
*** bEiNG OOU.IFIEU SHOULU bE INSERIED AS FULLOWS.
*** lHEPLACE 'hAME' WIIH ThE APPROPRIATE SUBPROGRAM NAME)
IhFURtUS UPSSE8.NAMEtGPbSL8.NAME
*** INSEHT THE CHANGLS TU b/JbPROURAM 'NAME'.
*** ANY SUPPOKHiIING FOHIRAN SUBPRUGrAMS WHICH ARE
*** bEINb ALDUEO SHOULD Bm iNSEHTLD AS FOLLOWS.-
*** (RELPLACE 'NAME' wIIH IHE APPkOPRIA:fE SUBPRGRAM NAME)
I&FORPIS bPSSEL8.NAMEpGPSSt8.NAMt
*** lNSEHI ThE AuUED SUBHHUGHAM 'NAME'.
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FIGURE 5. EXECUTION OF THE SOS MODEL WITH SUPPLEMENTAL
FORTRAN INSTRUCTIONS MODIFICATIONS
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IHUGP <((<<RPCGRAivi FILE UPUATL NOivBLHt AAAi)>
***INERlI LL _UbPtHObRNM UHDAITES AND INSLRIIONS HEkE***
IPKEF bPt$ES.8
I-MAPPXS bPSSL.VAPtGPSbEE.iviAPFGS











f, XuT GPSSEH.ivv AHGP5S
I&AUD MUDEL.
I,.bJKI-T PUNCtH










iaHuGP stt-VlSiCN INUvBt.R CLC TUO IHt SYSTE-M FILE>
ih,PHITT
,LXUTPLA SYSs*MbFL$ *LiS II1
i&F iN
FIGURE 6. CREATION OF A TAPE FOR UPDATING THE SOS MODEL
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A few words of explanation are needed before the user attempts
to create a tape containing the inserts and additions to either of the
major components of the SOS Model. In the control card sequence
(Figure 6), it should be noted that there are two insert cards, one
with a location number of XXX and one with a location number of
YYY. Before attempting to create the tape, location number XXX
needs to be replaced by the location number of the GPSS II START
card. At this time in the control card sequence, the System Model
Description is assembled with all the statements reassigned new
location numbers. The START card has been temporarily replaced
by an END card which prohibits the execution of the model and pre-
vents an error occurring during the assembly process. Location
number YYY needs to be the new location number of the inserted
END card and is determined by knowing the total number of new
cards added (CA) and the number of cards deleted (CD) from the
current version of the model. The new insert number of the END
statement is found by:
YYY = XXX+ CA - CD
At this time in the control card sequence, the START card per-
manently replaces the END card prior to storing the System Model
Description on tape.
The sample control card sequence (Figure 7) is an example
of one execution of the SOS Model. Multiple executions are possible
by following the procedures outlined previously in this section. The
numbers XXXXX on the @ASG, T TAPENAME card should be replaced
by the number of the tape to be tested.
F. Mnemonic Inserts to the System Model Description
The control card sequence (Figure 8) is used when the modi-
fications to the System Model Description contain mnemonic location
references in the GPSS block types. Mnemonic references are helpful
during the development of major modifications to the SOS Model when
block location numbers are in a constant state of change. The presence
of an insert card-containing location number XXX should be noted in
Figure 8. The number XXX should be changed to the location number
of the START card before an attempt is made to execute this control
card sequence. This will place an end card immediately after the







































FIGURE 8. EXECUTION OF THE SOS MODEL WITH MNEMONIC
INSERTS TO THE SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION
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G. Example Production Deck and Explanation
Figure 9 is an example of an SOS Model production deck with
temporary System Model Description modifications. The System
Model portion was modified to change the statements at locations 51,
489, and 513. The modification at location 51 altered the capacity
of the Booster maintenance facility and the modification at location 489
changed the number of available launch pads to 3. The modification
at location 513 resulted in a mean time for countdown preparations
of 2.0 days being associated with block number 80.
Two executions of the SOS Model are required to complete
the case study. The @SETC 4 command is used to obtain a listing
of the time distribution parameters contained in the Systems Model
Description. The (@SETC 3 command is used to prevent a listing
of the System Model Description for the last execution of the program.
An example of the TABLE1 output from the above run is found in
Appendix C.
The first requested execution of the SOS Model uses traffic
density four with the number of LUT's and launch pads fixed at three
and three, respectively. The number of active Boosters and Orbiters
for the first study are four and five, respectively. The random number
seeds for the entire case study are constant. The random number
seed for the Traffic Model Simulator is 3154267131 and the random
number seed for the Shuttle Operations Simulator is 4339968911.
(Note: Any ten digit odd number with the last digit not ending in five
may serve as a random number seed.) The second execution uses
the same study conditions as the first execution with the exception of
the number of Orbiters being changed to four. Sample output of the
summary table and the GPSS II output resulting from the above case
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1. Shuttle Operations Simulation Model Description. S&E-012-001-
2H, Rev. A. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama,
February 15, 1971.
2. Univac General Purpose Systems Simulator II. UP-4129 Reference
Manual.
3. Ghiglieri, F. J. and Porter, D. G.: Requirements for the Inte-
gration of Confidence Interval Logic into the Shuttle Operations
Simulation Model. Interim Report ASD-ASTN-1485, Teledyne
Brown Engineering Company, Huntsville, Alabama, March 1972.
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APPENDIX B. SUPPLEMENTAL FORTRAN INSTRUCTIONS
DESCRIPTION AND LISTING
As the SOS Model evolved, it became apparent that additional
Fortran subprograms were required to supplement the basic instruc-
tions provided by the standard GPSS II language. These subprograms,
which are referred to as the user written routines, are utilized during
the dynamic s{mulation of the Shuttle operations cycle by means of the
GPSS II HELP block. The subprograms utilized in the SOS Model
are listed after the descriptions in this Appendix. The function
of the Fortran subprogram HELP is described below:
* HELP serves as the interfacing routine between the GPSS II
instructions and the user written subprograms. The HELP
subprogram is accessed by a GPSS II HELP block containing
a control variable located in the X field. The' HELP sub-
program serves four general functions in support of the SOS
Model: 1. generating random deviates from the available
probability distribution; 2. collecting statistics on the time
of stage storage; 3. transferring control to other special
purpose subprograms; 4. providing scheduling data for each
launch. A description of each segment of subprogram HELP
is shown in Table B-I. Transfer to the segments--from
within the HELP subprogram is accomplished by utilizing
the control variable in a Fortran computed GO TO statement
and selecting the proper HELP segment.
The subprograms described below are responsible for the
generation of the random numbers used in the user written sub-
programs.
* DRAND and DRAND1 serve as two independent random
number generators. The random number generation is
accomplished by modulo division. The random number
seeds for these two subprograms are defined by variables
ISEED and ISEED1, respectively. (No support routines
called.)
The following subprograms are used in determining deviates
from various statistical distributions to be used by the GPSS II
instructions to accurately simulate the Shuttle operations cycle.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
TABLE B-I. SUBPROGRAM HELP SEGMENT DESCRIPTION
Segment Description
1 Generates the attributes of the next launch including
mission type, time between launches, Orbiter mission
length, and the time between the first and second launch
opportunity. (Support routine called: MISSON.)
2 Calls a special purpose subprogram that prepares in-
formation obtained from GPSS II system variables for use
in the Confidence Interval Option. (Support routine called:
DUMMY.)
3 Generates the deviates from a triangular distribution.
(Support routine called: TRIAG1.)
4 Generates the deviates from a normal distribution.
(Support routine called: RNORM.)
5 Saves the clock time when a stage has completed pro-
cessing and has entered storage. (No support routine
called.)
6 Computes the elapsed time a stage has spent in storage
based on a first in first out basis. (No support routines
called.)
7 Prepares the model for a new case study by reading the
input variables and the comment card title. (No support
routines called. )
8 Generates the deviates for a two-parameter exponential
distribution. (Support routine called: EXPO.)
9 Generates the deviates for a lognormal distribution.
(Support routine called: RLOGN.)
10 Outputs the summary table. Repeated calls are required
to complete the entire table. (Support routine called:
PRINT. )
11 Generates the deviates for a constant distribution. (No
support routines called.)
12 Generates the deviates for a uniform distribution. (Support
routine called: UNFRM1. )
13 Generates the deviates for a beta distribution. (Support
routines called: BETADP and PERTXF.)
B-2
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* BETADP generates the deviates for a beta distribution.
(Support routines called: GAM and PERTXF.)
* DICRET produces deviates from a discrete probability
distribution. This subprogram permits the model to generate
random values from data that has either a 1/3 or/l/2
probability of selection. (Support routine called: DRAND.)
* EXPO generates the deviates for a two parameter exponential
distribution. (Support routine called: DRAND1.)
* GAM generates the deviates for a gamma distribution.
(Support routine called: DRAND1.)
* PERTXF converts three input parameters, namely the
minimum expected time, the most likely expected time
and the maximum expected time to the mean and standard
deviation of a beta distribution. (No support routines called.)
* RLOGN calculates the deviates for a lognormal distribution
by exponentiating the normal deviate. The mean and
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution are obtained
from the calling subprogram. (Support routine called:
RNORM.)
* RNORM calculates the deviates for a normal distribution.
The mean and standard deviation of the routine are obtained
from the calling subprogram. (Support routine called:
DRAND1.)
* TRIAG and TRIAG1 produce the random deviates for a
triangular distribution function. These two routines are
identical and independent. (Support routines called:
DRAND and DRAND1, respectively.)
* UNFRM and UNFRM1 produce random deviates from a
uniform distribution. The two routines are identical and
independent. (Support routines called: DRAND and DRAND1,
respectively.)
It should be noted that subprograms DRAND, TRIAG, and UNFRM
are used exclusively by the MISSON subprogram to provide a separate
and unique sequence of random numbers.
The subprogram described below is responsible for scheduling
the Shuttle launches.
* MISSON is responsible for determining the parameters
associated with each Shuttle launch. MISSON is used to
B-3
determine a realistic time between launches for the Shuttle
system. For each launch, the mission type is defined with
the possible types including Shuttle payload placement,
space station logistics, tug placement and fuel supplies,
Department of Defense, and others, including space rescue.
The MISSON subprogram also determines the Orbiter
mission length which depends on mission type, the date of
the next launch, and the time between the first and second
launch opportunity. (Support routines called: DICRET,
TRIAG, UNFRM. )
The following subprograms are not active during the dynamic
simulation of the Shuttle operations cycle, but were developed for the
convenience of the user. These subprograms are used to produce the
TABLE1 output which summarizes the activity time distributions
defined in the System Model Description of the SOS Model.
* OUTPUT determines the type of distribution for each Shuttle
processing event and outputs this information in tabular form.
(Support routine called: REALN).
* REALN converts alphanumeric data into the real data used
by the OUTPUT routine. (No support routines called.)
* TABLE1 scans the System Model Description for the titles
of the various processing operations and for their associated
time distributional parameters. (Support routine called:
OUTPUT.)
The following subprograms are used when confidence intervals
are requested for specific statistics generated during the dynamic
simulation of the Shuttle operations cycle. Reference 3 gives detailed
information on the Confidence Interval Option.
* DUMMY controls the sampling rate used in obtaining
statistical observations for those statistics specified by the
Confidence Interval Option. The subprogram also assures
the proper collection of the statistics specified by the user.
(Support routine called: SAMPLE.)
* SAMPLE makes statistical observations during the simulation
on the statistics specified by the user to have confidence
intervals calculated for them. At the conclusion of the simula-
tion, a summary table is outputted that contains a descriptive
heading and a corresponding confidence interval for each of
the statistics specified by the user to be collected. (Support
routine called: STDV.)
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* STAT is used to read and store descriptive headings to be
used in the output of confidence interval statistics. Each
card of the System Model Description is scanned for the
appropriate headings. This subprogram is not active during
the actual simulation. (No support routines called.)
* STDV calculates the sample standard deviation for the
statistics specified for confidence interval calculations.
(No support routines called.)
The subprogram described below is responsible for a summary
output of the statistics collected during the simulation of the Shuttle
operations cycle.
* PRINT is a collection of various write statements which
print out a summary table of various simulation parameters
at the end of each computer run. The values of these
parameters are transmitted to the routine through two
different transfer methods. The first method transfers the
values of certain GPSS II system variables (table means,
facility utilization and queue times) to PRINT as arguments
of the subroutine. These arguments are defined on the HELP
blocks at the end of the model. The other method permits
the user to retrieve the output parameters through the values
stored in the GPSS II common block variables. These tables
are subscripted arrays and are defined in the GPSS II
reference manual. The routine is executed by a series of
call statements that subsequently execute each statement
of the subprogram. (Support routine called: SAMPLE.)
The GPSS II Mainline (GPSSZ) routine is the only GPSS II
symbolic element deck available for modification by the SOS Model
user. It serves as the mainline master control for the complete
GPSS II program. The GPSS2 routine is a software package available
upon request from the operators of the UNIVAC 1108 EXEC VIII System.
The routine is described as follows:
* GPSS2 contains the option to specify the size of the network
and its associated variables by means of the Fortran
parameter statements contained within the routine. The
total program core size is determined by the limits of the
model description as defined by the values assigned to the
Fortran parameter statements. Complete instructions and
other information on making changes is contained in the
comments of the routine listing. (Major GPSS II routines
USES, BLOCKD, SETERR, INPROC, EXECUT, PUTOFF,
B-5
ASSEMB; other support routines called: RCONWN, CSFREQ,
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APPENDIX F. EXPLANATION OF INDIVIDUAL CONTROL CARDS
This appendix gives a brief operational description of the
various control cards contained in the example deck setups shown in
the document. Further information about these control statements
is given in the MSFC Program Procedures Manual with the page
numbers in parentheses. (Refer to Figure F-1 for the correct column
positioning).
1. @ADD MODEL.
This card will add the contents of file MODEL to the run
stream. This card must follow the @XQT GPSSE8. MAPGPS
card for each execution of the GPSS program. (6.3.1-80)
2. @ASG, T NAME, F2
This control card assigns a temporary file location called
NAME on a magnetic drum unit. The F2 represents the
type of drum selected for mass storage. Note that an
@ASG card must be used for each file referenced within
the run. (6.3.1-29)
3. @ASG, T TAPENAME, T,SAVEXX
This card creates a tape called TAPENAME and is main-
tained in the MSFC tape library for the time specified by
the code XX. The code XX represents the following:





4. @ASG,T TAPENAME, T, 12345
This card assigns the use of a tape drive to the run. In
this example, the tape file is called TAPENAME and reel
number 12345 is loaded onto the drive unit. (6.3.1-33)
5. @BRKPT PUNCH$
This card causes the current normal punch file to be
closed and queued for punching and starts a new normal
punch file. (6.3.1-101)
'TNr PA(J} ~,ANrf T ~r MT
6. @BRKPT PUNCH$/FN
This, statement causes the current normal punch file to be
closed and queued for printing and routes all future output
of the normal punch type to a file whose name is FN. The
file whose name is FN must be currently assigned to the
run. (6.3.1-102)
7. @COPIN TAPENAME, GPSSE8.
This card causes the transfer of the program instruction
from the tape called TAPENAME, to a file name GPSSE8.
(6.3.1-147)
8. @COPIN TAPENAME, TPF$.
This card causes the transfer of the program instructions
from the tape, called TAPENAME, to a temporary pro-
gram file. (6.3.1-148)
9. @COPOUT GPSSE8, TAPENAME
This card is a reverse operation of the @COPIN card. The
program instructions are transferred from the file GPSSE8
to the tape named TAPENAME. (6.3.1-146)
10. @COPY, G TAPENAME, MODEL.
This control card causes the transfer of a data file (the
GPSS System Model Description) from the tape named
TAPENAME to a drum location named MODEL.
(6.3.1-144)
rl. @COPY, GM MODEL, TAPENAME
This represents the reverse operation of the
@COPY, G TAPENAME, MODEL. command. (6.3.1-144)
12. @COPY, RSA MASTER*GPSSE8., GPSSE8.
This control card is used to command execution from a
drum file. This card copies from the drum a program
called MASTER*GPSSE8 into temporary location nameL
GPSSE8. (6.3.1-144)
13. @DATA FILEZ, MODEL
This control card permits the updating of the GPSS model
network contained on a file named FILEZ. The new
revision is stored in a file named MODEL (corrections
or changes to MODEL follow this control card and FILE2
remains unchanged). (6. 3.1-97)
14. @DATA, L DUMMYP, MODEL
This control allows the revision of the DUMMYP file and
creates an updated file named MODEL. The revisions
to DUMMYP follow this control card. A listing of the
data in MODEL is then ge-nerated. (6. 3.1-97).
F-Z
15. END 
This control card marks the end of the data corrections
following the DATA control card. (6.3.1-98)
16. :(@ERS GPSSE8.
This control card will erase all contents of the program
file named GPSSE8. (This card is used in decks that
generate a new program file.) (6.3.1-156)
17. @FIN
Signifies the end of the control deck. (This is the last
card on all deck setups.) (6.3.1-80)
18. @FOR, US GPSSE8. NAME, GPSSE8. NAME
Control card used to include a new or modified Fortran
user written subroutine in the GPSS run stream. The
word NAME should be replaced on the control card with
the title of the subroutine. The U option allows modifi-
cation of individual cards in the subroutine. An I option
allows the inclusion of an entire subroutine package but
not the updating of individual cards (6.3.1-103)
19. (FREE TAPENAME
Releases the tape called TAPENAME. (In cases where
the information on the tape has been copied onto the drums,
the tape drive unit is no longer needed and, therefore,
released from the run.) (6.3.1-88)
20. EIDG,P CASE STUDY TITLE
This heading card prints any desired title on the top of
each page of the printout. The page number and data are
also printed. All columns on the card can be used. In
this case, the title CASE STUDY TITLE is printed on top
of each page of output. (6. 3.1-124)
21. @MAP, LX GPSSE8. MAP, GPSSE8. MAPGPS
This card causes the collection of all program elements
into the program instruction element by the name of
MAPGPS. (6.6-4)
22. (CMOVE TAPENAME, 2
This control card is used for positioning the tape called
TAPENAME at the beginning of the selected file. (The
example indicates the movement of the tape past 2 files
from its present position.) (6.3.1-137)
23. (rPREP GPSSE8.
This command is used to prepare a program file on
FASTRAND for subsequent referencing as a library by
the collector. This card must always be used before a
0MAP control card. (6.3.1-153)
F-3
24. @PRT, T
This card produces a table of contents of the temporary
program file (TPF$). (6.3.1-157)
25. @PRT, T GPSSE8.
This card will generate a table of contents of all elements
contained in the program file GPSSE8. (6. 3.1-151)
26. @REWIND TAPENAME
Executive command which causes the rewinding of the
tape drive called TAPENAME. Execution of this control
causes the tape to be positioned at the starting point of
the first tape file. (6.3. 1-138)
27. @RUN, //P SAMPLE, 999999, PORTERBIN225, 3,150
The run is always the first control card in the 1108 deck
setup. This card contains all the information used by the
computer for accounting and identification purposes. The
three options available on the RUN card are P (production),
T (development, and A'(maintenance and checkout).
SAMPLE1 is the run I.D. code assigned to the particular
deck for use by the computer, 999999 is the accounting
job number, PORTER is the programmer's name in six
characters, and 225 identifies the programmer's BIN
location. The 3 is the maximum CPU time (min) for the
run. The 150 represents the maximum number of pages
of output produced by the program. (Technical Bulletin
No. 16)
28. @SETC 2
Sets the computer condition word to the value of 2 and
causes the generation of a punched deck of the absolute
GPSS model. (6.3.1-118)
29. @SETC 3
Sets the computer condition word to the value of 3, thus
eliminating the listing of the model network. A separate
header page is generated for each case to be executed.
(6.3.1-118)
30. @SETC 4
Sets the computer condition word to the value of 4, thus
causing a printout indicating the distributions and their
associated parameters from the GPSS model that were
defined for each processing operation. (An extra
control card, @ADD MODEL, must be inserted into the
program deck when this control option is used.) (6.3.1-118)
F-4
31. SETC 5
Sets the computer condition word to the value of 5, thus
causing the System Model to be read for headings used in
the collection of confidence interval statistics. (An extra
contral card, @ADD MODEL, must be inserted into the
program deck when this control option is used.)
(6.3.1-118)
32. @XQT GPSSE8. MAPGPS
Control card command indicating the execution of the GPSS
program instructions called MAPGPS contained on a.file
named GPSSE8. (6.3.1-108)
33. @XQT, LA SYS$*MSFC$. LISTIT
This card executes a special program that generates a
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